Advances in pain measurement using ecological momentary assessments offer novel opportunities for understanding the temporal dynamics of pain. This study examined whether regime-switching models, which capture processes characterized by recurrent shifts between different states, provide clinically relevant information for characterizing individuals based on their temporal pain patterns. Patients with rheumatic diseases (N 5 116) provided 7 to 8 momentary pain ratings per day for 2 weekly periods, separated by 3 months. Regime-switching models extracted measures of Average pain (mean level over time), Amplitude (magnitude of shifts in pain levels), Persistence (average duration of pain states), and Dominance (relative duration of higher vs lower pain states) for each patient and assessment period. After controlling for Average pain, the Persistence of pain states uniquely predicted emotional functioning measures, whereas the Dominance of higher pain uniquely predicted physical functioning and pain interference. Longitudinal analyses of changes over the 3 months largely replicated cross-sectional results. Furthermore, patients' retrospective judgments of their pain were uniquely predicted by Amplitude and Dominance of higher pain states, and global impressions of change over the 3 months were predicted by changes on Dominance, controlling for Average pain levels. The results suggest that regime-switching models can usefully capture temporal dynamics of pain and can contribute to an improved measurement of patients' pain intensity.
Introduction
Accurate and precise summary measures of pain intensity over a period are essential for understanding the pathophysiological, behavioral, and emotional processes associated with chronic pain, and for developing effective treatment approaches. 16, 21 The measurement of pain intensity has traditionally focused on patients' average or usual pain levels over a given period. 16, 39 However, a focus on average pain misses temporal dynamics of pain intensity that experts believe are essential indicators of disease activity. 14, 21 As stated by Dworkin et al., "the temporal aspects of pain-including variability in intensity; … durability of pain relief; and frequency, duration, and intensity of pain episodes-have not received adequate attention in pain research" (p.13). 16 Methodological advances using ecological momentary assessments (EMAs), which capture the ebb and flow of immediate experiences with high resolution, present the opportunity to study dynamic processes in pain and how they unfold over time. 52, 55 Ecological momentary assessment research has allowed exploration of fundamental dynamics of pain experiences in patients' natural daily environments, including the variability, 2, 30, 53 context and activity dependence, 45, 47 and diurnal cyclicity 8, 33, 62 of pain intensity. A promising new framework for assessing unexplored temporal patterns in momentary pain is offered by regime-switching models-an approach to analyzing time-series data. 28, 29 Using regime-switching models, we test the possibility that patients experience recurrent shifts between elevated and reduced pain states (called "regimes"), which can vary in levels and duration. Regime-switching models originated in econometrics several decades ago, 28, 29 but they have only recently been applied in health sciences; eg, to characterize mood swings in patients with depressive and bipolar disorder 26, 27 and to examine shifting incidence rates of infectious diseases. 40, 42 In this article, we use regime-switching models to develop new metrics summarizing an individual's pain over time based on repeated assessments of momentary pain intensity. To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first application of regimeswitching models to chronic pain research. Three new measures emerge from such analyses: the amplitude of shifts between elevated and reduced pain, how long pain states tend to persist over time, and the extent to which periods of elevated pain or pain relief are short-lived or enduring. We determine whether or not the Sponsorships or competing interests that may be relevant to content are disclosed at the end of this article.
new measures meaningfully enhance the information obtained from momentary pain assessments by determining their incremental utility in predicting patient health outcomes after accounting for a measure of the average pain level. We contrast the new information with average pain intensity because parsimony suggests that we only adopt new measures if they contribute to existing ones (and the average is the most common metric). Specifically, we examine cross-sectional and longitudinal associations of the regime-switching pain measures with patients' physical functioning and emotional health outcomes. We also examine whether or not the new measures contribute to understanding patients' retrospective judgments of their pain and to their global impressions of change over time.
Methods

Participants
The present report used data from an existing study of rheumatology patients in community care. 60, 63 The data were collected between January 2004 and November 2004. Patients were followed over a 3-month period, where some of the patients enrolled in the study were about to start a change in their pain treatment (ie, starting a new treatment, adding a new treatment to the current regimen, switching to a different treatment, or increasing the current treatment dose) after the baseline assessment. The reason for recruiting a heterogeneous sample with some patients undergoing changes in treatment was to ensure that the sample showed meaningful variation in changes in pain and functioning over time for the purposes of longitudinal analyses. The protocol was reviewed and approved by all institutions involved.
Eligible participants had a diagnosis of at least 1 of the following chronic pain disorders: fibromyalgia, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoarthritis. Confirmation of diagnosis was provided by the participants' rheumatologist. Additional eligibility criteria included feeling pain for more than 6 months; pain for $3 days per week; pain $3 hours per day; average level of pain .3 (on a 0-10 rating scale with 0 5 no pain and 10 5 excruciating pain); between the ages of 18 and 80 years; having no sight or hearing problems; being fluent in English; having no difficulty in holding a pen or writing; waking up by 10:00 AM and going to bed no earlier than 7: 00 PM; having no serious psychiatric impairment, no alcohol or drug problem, not planning any major surgery while participating in the study, and not having participated in an EMA study within the past 5 years.
Recruitment for this study was conducted at 2 community rheumatology offices. Of 729 patients approached, 339 (47%) patients agreed to participate in a telephone screen, 294 (40%) were successfully contacted and completed the interview, and 220 (30%) were eligible. Of those who were eligible, 129 (59%) came to the research office to begin the protocol, and 116 (53%) completed the study.
Procedure
At an initial visit, patients completed an informed consent, a medical release for confirmation of their diagnosis, and baseline questionnaires of emotional and physical functioning. After that, participants engaged in two 1-week measurement periods that were separated by a break of approximately 3 months (mean 5 86.1 days, SD 5 6.0; min 5 73; max 5 112). At the month-1 and month-3 measurement periods, participants provided EMA data of momentary pain intensity, pain interference, and affect for 1 week (additional questions about location and current activities were also administered, but are not considered here). In addition to the collection of EMA data, patients were telephoned by a research assistant at 3 evenings to complete assessments of daily activities and physical functioning. The phone calls were scheduled on alternating evenings with 2 calls during the week and 1 on the weekend. At the conclusion of each measurement week, patients returned to the research office to complete a 7-day recall pain questionnaire. At their final office visit, patients completed a global assessment of change rating. A $100 reimbursement was paid to those who completed the protocol.
Ecological momentary assessment data were collected with a Sony Clie computer (Model PEG610C) with proprietary software (invivodata, Inc, Scotts Valley, CA). Patients were trained in the use of the electronic diary through a 60-minute presentation and practice session. The electronic diary was programmed to deliver 8 to 9 prompts daily (assuming 16 hours a day) using a stratified random sampling scheme that generated a prompt randomly between 35 and 177 minutes after the previous prompt. Sampling in this manner yields an average prompt interval of 107 minutes (1.8 hours). Ecological momentary assessment questions were presented for completion through a touch screen, and entries were electronically time and date stamped. The diary issued an audible alarm to prompt patients for momentary pain entries and alerted them if they missed an assessment. The software also included provisions to help patients incorporate the diary into their daily routine, such as allowing them to suspend prompting for defined periods of sleep or other uninterruptible activities. The average number of random prompts (delivered or suspended) was 54.0 in month 1 (7.7 per day) and 53.7 in month 3 (7.7 per day). Compliance with the EMA protocol (calculated based on the number of completed prompts divided by the sum of completed, missed, and suspended prompts) was comparable across month 1 (mean 5 87%; SD 5 8.4) and month 3 (mean 5 85%; SD 5 9.6).
Measures
Momentary assessments of pain intensity
Momentary pain was assessed with the following pair of questions: "Before Prompt: Were you in any pain?" and if yes, "How much pain did you feel?" (rated on a 0-100 visual analogue scale with endpoints of "No Pain" and "Extreme Pain"). The responses to the 2 questions were combined into a single pain intensity score using the visual analogue rating if a patient indicated being in pain, and recording a score of 0 if a patient indicated that he/she was in no pain in the first question. Scores were transformed onto a 0 to 10 scale (ie, divided by 10, to avoid model convergence problems resulting from large sample variances) for data analysis purposes. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), which represent the amount of betweenperson variance relative to the total (between-and within-person) variance, were ICC 5 0.45 for the month-1 and ICC 5 0.56 for the month-3 assessment periods. Thus, about half of the variance in momentary pain intensity ratings was attributable to withinperson fluctuations.
Beck Depression Inventory-II
The 21-item self-report instrument measures cognitive, affective, and somatic aspects of depressed mood. 7 The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) has demonstrated validity in distinguishing depression severity levels and has been found to be sensitive to treatment change. 6 Higher scores reflect more severe depression levels. Cronbach's alpha was 0.88 in the present sample.
Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
The 20-item trait version of the instrument is a widely used measure assessing dispositional anxiety. 58 The instrument has demonstrated adequate test-retest reliability and convergent validity, and has been found useful as a screening tool of anxiety in rheumatology patients. 65 Higher State-Trait Anxiety Inventory scores imply greater anxiety levels. Cronbach's alpha was 0.91 in this sample.
SF-36 health survey version 2 (SF-36)
The SF-36 is a 36-item generic measure of physical and mental health that is widely accepted for use in general and diseasespecific populations. 68 Aggregate component scores for physical health and mental health were calculated using the respective norm-based factor score coefficients for each of the 8 subscales within the SF-36v2. 43 Cronbach's alphas for the subscales ranged from 0.75 to 0.91 (median of 0.87). Higher scores reflect better physical and mental health.
Longitudinal health outcomes measures
Measures of momentary negative affect and pain interference were administered as part of EMA data collection during the month-1 and month-3 measurement weeks. Measures of daily physical functioning limitations and difficulties with activities of daily living (ADL) were administered with evening phone calls during each of the 2 weeks.
Negative affect
Four adjective-checklist items derived from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 69 and adapted for momentary reports were used to measure negative affect. Participants rated how much they felt the following 4 emotions at the time of the prompt: depressed, angry, frustrated, and worried, using a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale anchored "not at all" to "extremely." The 4 items were averaged into a composite negative affect score for analysis. Intraclass correlation coefficients representing the variance attributable to reliable between-person differences within each measurement period were 0.65 (month 1) and 0.74 (month 3).
Pain interference
Participants provided momentary ratings in response to the item "before prompt, how much was your pain limiting your activities?", using a 4-point response scale (0 5 none to 3 5 a lot). Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.51 at the month-1 and 0.57 at the month-3 assessment period.
Physical functioning limitations
Daily functioning limitations were assessed with the 10-item physical functioning subscale from the SF-36, 68 adapted for daily reports. Patients were asked to indicate limitations of 10 physical activities today (eg, vigorous activities such as running, lifting heavy objects, or strenuous sports), using a 3-point response scale (0 5 not limited at all and 2 5 limited a lot). Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.82 at the month-1 and 0.83 at the month-3 assessment period.
Activities of daily living difficulties
Using 10 items from the Functional Status Assessment Instrument 34 adapted for daily reporting, patients were asked to rate difficulties with putting on clothes, buttoning a shirt/blouse, washing their body, writing, opening a container, dialing a phone, vacuuming, reaching into low cabinets, doing laundry, and doing yardwork, using a 4-point response scale (0 5 no difficulty and 3 5 severe difficulty). Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.83 at the month-1 and 0.87 at the month-3 assessment period.
Retrospective summary judgments of pain
Retrospective measures (7-day recall and global impressions of change) were included in this study because they are very commonly used for treatment evaluation in chronic pain management and clinical trials 39, 57 ; furthermore, patients' global impressions of change represent an integral part of the anchor-based approach to determining clinically meaningful change. 17, 20 2.3.4.1. Pain 7-day recall Single-item recall measures of usual pain intensity and pain unpleasantness were administered at the end of each week of momentary assessments (month 1 and month 3). Patients were asked to indicate the "level of your usual pain over the past 7 days" and the "unpleasantness of your pain over the past 7 days." Responses were recorded on a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale with endpoints "None" and "Extreme," and were transformed onto a 0 to 10 scale for the present analyses.
Global impression of change
Patients' global impression of change (GIC) was assessed at the end of the study (month 3) with a single-item measure that asked patients to rate their current pain compared with their pain "about 3 months ago, when you first participated in our study." Responses were made on a 7-point categorical scale with response option 23 5 very much worse, 22 5 much worse, 21 5 minimally worse, 0 5 unchanged, 1 5 minimally better, 2 5 much better, and 3 5 very much better. Regime-switching models are used to understand temporal dynamics inherent in repeated observations (here EMA data) that are assumed to alternate between discrete states of different levels. The states are referred to as "regimes." Several variants of regime-switching models of varying complexity have been developed (for detailed introductions, see Refs. 28 and 29): whereas more complex models are useful for more precise modeling of temporal dynamics in a single (n 5 1) time series with a large number of repeated observations (eg, behavior of the stock market), in the present application we examine data from multiple (n 5 116) patients to evaluate individual differences in pain dynamics. We therefore consider a relatively simple regimeswitching model with few parameters, the Markov-switching dynamic regression model. 28, 29 Consistent with previous applications, 26, 27 we assume that regime switching occurs between 2 states.
Given a time series y t , where pain ratings y are assessed at times t 5 1, 2, …, T, the basic model can be expressed as
where m st is a state-dependent intercept term that takes on different values for state 1 (m 1 ) and state 2 (m 2 ), and e t is an error term. Applied to EMA pain intensity data, the 2 states represent lower (ie, reduced) and higher (ie, elevated) periods of pain. At every measurement occasion, the person is assumed to be in one of the states, and transitions between the states occur according to a Markov process in which the current state is related to the person's most recent previous state. Moving from 1 time point t to the next time point t 1 1, the person can either remain in the same state or transition to the other state ( Fig. 1) .
Estimation and inference in the regime-switching framework is not a trivial task due to the fact that the states are unobserved (ie, latent). In other words, which state a given pain rating belongs to is not known or determined based on a priori cutoffs, but needs to be inferred from the data (for details, see Refs. 28 and 29) . Given that the states are not directly observed, it can never be fully determined which of the states is realized for a person at a given point in time. However, the person's mean level in each state and the person-specific transition probabilities of staying in a given state vs switching states across consecutive time points can be estimated. Furthermore, from the transition probabilities, the length of time the person typically remains in the same state can be estimated as duration 5 d/(1 2 p i ) hours, where p i is the probability of staying in state i if the person is in that state and d is the time distance between the momentary assessments, in hours.
Definition of model parameters
The parameters obtained from the Markov-switching dynamic regression model can be expressed in different ways, and we selected a parameterization for this study with the intention to capture maximally distinctive aspects of the pain experience. Figure 1 provides a visual description of the regime-switching measures derived for the study, and Table 1 provides an explanation of each measure and its interpretation.
The Average pain level is the arithmetic mean of the 2 latent intercepts for higher and lower pain states for each person; it represents the general level of pain intensity experienced over time. The Amplitude of shifts is the distance between the pain levels in the 2 states (ie, the difference between the latent intercepts of higher and lower pain states); it represents the magnitude of changes between states of reduced and elevated pain intensity experienced by the patient. The Persistence of states is the probability of staying in the same state from 1 momentary assessment to the next momentary assessment, reflecting how long a given pain state is expected to last. Finally, the Dominance of higher pain states refers to imbalance in the duration of higher vs lower pain states. Whereas the Persistence measure reflects how enduring a patient's pain states are in general, the Dominance measure reflects the extent to which higher pain states are more (or less) enduring than lower pain states. For analysis purposes, measures of Average pain and the Amplitude of shifts are expressed on the metric of the 0 to 10 pain scale, and the Persistence and Dominance measures are expressed in log odds (rather than proportions or odds ratios [ORs] ; to normalize the distribution of individual differences in these measures).
Time-series data preparation
In preparing the individuals' time-series data for Markovswitching dynamic regression models, 2 issues require special consideration. First, applying the model requires that the time intervals between 2 consecutive measurements are approximately equal. This assumption is violated for the EMA data used in this study, which were collected at stratified random time points (with unequal intervals) during participants' waking hours. To address this problem, we discretized the timing of momentary assessments so that the continuous EMA time scale was approximated by equally spaced integer values. 4 Specifically, the time variable was rescaled by forming consecutive bins of 2-hour time intervals and the observed assessment time points were sorted into these equally spaced bins. The time grid and regime-switching models were limited to waking hours (determined individually for each participant and day by the time the wake up alarm on the electronic diary was set to the time the diary was turned off at night) because a night is a relatively large time interval without data entry, and the physiological processes and experiences during sleep are qualitatively different from daytime experiences. 37 If 2 assessments were located in the same bin of the discretized time grid and a neighboring bin was empty, the assessment most proximal to the empty bin was moved into that bin. If 3 assessments were in the same bin and both neighboring www.painjournalonline.combins were empty, the 2 assessments most proximal to the empty bins were moved. 4 In the few instances in which more than 1 assessment remained in the same bin after this sorting procedure (5.0% of the bins had 2 ratings and 0.1% had 3 ratings), EMA pain ratings in the same bin were averaged.
A second issue that needed to be considered was that the implementation of the Markov-switching dynamic regression model does not allow for gaps in the time series. For all time bins with no momentary assessment, missing values had to be assumed (either because no EMA prompt was administered during that time bin or because a prompt was missed by the participant). An average of 15.7% (SD 5 6.8, range 5 4.2%-37.7% in month 1) and 17.3% (SD 5 7.9, range 5 3.1%-42.3% in month 3) of the time bins did not have a momentary assessment. Data for empty time bins were imputed using the R software package imputeTS.
44 Imputed values were generated using Kalman filtering applied to a state-space model representation of the data, a recommended procedure for univariate time-series data. 15 Given that the imputation procedure may give biased results if too many (especially sequential) data points are missing, 15 sleep times were excluded from the time series and individuals with .30% missing values or with 4 or more sequentially missing values were eliminated from data analysis (n 5 11 in month 1 and n 5 13 in month 3). In addition, 3 participants provided pain ratings of 0 for all momentary assessments at month 3; these time series were also eliminated from analysis because regime-switching models are not defined if a person has no variance in the ratings. Thus, time-series data were available for n 5 105 (month 1) and n 5 100 (month 3) participants (none of the 116 participants had ineligible data for both assessment periods). Using the imputed discretized timeseries data, Markov-switching dynamic regression models were estimated separately for each participant and assessment period using the mswitch command in Stata 14. 59 
Validity testing of regime-switching measures
The primary purpose of the analyses was to investigate whether the regime-switching measures meaningfully enhance the information obtained from EMA pain intensity data above the information inherent in the average pain level (ie, above the most commonly considered pain characteristic). This was evaluated in 2 ways.
First, we examined whether momentary pain can be characterized by switches between distinct states for participants. If most patients' pain levels are fairly stable and unchanging from moment to moment, there may not be a reasonable basis for considering multiple temporal states. To test this, we examined the proportion of time series for which a 2-state regime-switching model provided a better fit to the data than a statistical model that assumes a single pain intensity state. A single-state model is equivalent to an individual's average pain level over the assessment period. We compared the fit of the 2-state vs single-state models using the corresponding asymptotic distribution of the likelihood-ratio statistic for regime-switching models tabulated by Garcia, 24 separately for each individual and assessment week. Because a multitude (n 5 205) of significance tests were conducted, we used the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to control the false discovery rate and to avoid type 1 errors from multiple comparisons. 9 Second, we evaluated the cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between the regime-switching measures and several clinical health outcomes relevant for patients with pain (emotional functioning, physical functioning, recall of pain, and global impressions of change). The question was whether the regime-switching measures involving the Amplitude of shifts, Persistence of states, and/or Dominance of higher pain states provided incremental validity 31 in predicting the health outcomes over what was predicted by patients' Average pain. Hierarchical multiple regression procedures were used for this purpose. For each outcome variable, a first analysis step entered the Average pain measure as a predictor variable, and a second step simultaneously entered the regime-switching measures of Amplitude, Persistence, and Dominance to determine which ones, if any, uniquely explained additional variance in the outcome variable.
Cross-sectional relationships were examined by regressing the month-1 outcomes on concurrent month-1 regime-switching measures. Longitudinal relationships were examined using latent change scores estimated with structural equation models in which the month-1 outcomes were regressed on month-1 regimeswitching measures, and within-person changes from month-1 to month-3 (ie, effects of time) in the health outcomes were regressed on concurrent changes in the regime-switching measures. 11 For diary measures that were assessed at several (momentary or daily) time points during each assessment period, we accounted for the "nesting" of assessments in individuals by estimating latent growth models in which the set of person specific "true" means for each assessment period (ie, month-1 and month-3) were treated as a random factor (ie, latent variable) in the growth models. 50 It is important to note that we do not assume a causal (or "Grangercausal") interpretation of the cross-sectional or longitudinal relationships. Rather, we are interested in "parallel processes" between changes in the regime-switching models and changes in the health outcomes. The multiple regression and growth curve analyses were conducted in Mplus version 7.4. 46 Missing regimeswitching measures were accommodated with maximum likelihood parameter estimation, such that all models were conducted using the available data for all 116 patients.
Results
Participants had a mean age of 57 years (range 19-80, SD 5 13.12) and were predominantly female (84%), white (96%), and married (75%). Most were high school graduates (98%), with 75% having completed some college. About 14% of the sample received disability benefits. Physician-confirmed diagnoses were 84% osteoarthritis, 21% rheumatoid arthritis, and 36% fibromyalgia ( Table 2) .
Characteristics of regime-switching measures
Descriptive characteristics and correlations among regimeswitching measures at the month-1 and month-3 assessment periods are shown in Table 3 . The mean of patients' Average pain levels was 3.84 (at month 1) and 3.39 (at month 3) on the 0 to 10 scale. The mean Amplitude of pain shifts was 3.47 (month 1) and 3.32 (month 3) scale points, which is approximately one-third of the full scale range. The mean Persistence of pain states (derived from the transition probabilities of pain states during the waking hours) was 10.3 hours (month 1) and 9.9 hours (month 3
There were considerable individual differences in the scores for each of the regime-switching measures, as indicated by the SDs and ranges in Table 3 . Figure 2 illustrates the momentary pain ratings and regime-switching measures of 2 selected patients in the sample. The 2 patients have comparable average pain levels, but patient A has a higher amplitude (shown by the difference between states 1 and 2), a lower persistence (shown by the average length of unshaded and shaded time periods), and a greater dominance of higher relative to lower pain states (shown by the relative length of shaded vs unshaded time periods) than patient B. In terms of correlations among the regime-switching measures, the Dominance of higher states was not significantly correlated with any other measure ( Table 3) . However, we observed moderate positive associations between patients' Average pain level and the Persistence of states at each assessment period (month 1: r 5 0.38, month 3: r 5 0.26, p's , 0.01), suggesting that patients with overall higher pain levels experienced more enduring pain states. Moreover, the Persistence and Amplitude measures were negatively correlated at each assessment period (month 1: r 5 20.36, month 3: r 5 20.37, p's , 0.001), suggesting that patients with more enduring pain states tended to experience less pronounced pain shifts. Test-retest correlations showed moderate to high stability in Average pain (r 5 0.72) and Amplitude (r 5 0.75) measures, and low to moderate stability in Persistence (r 5 0.23) and Dominance (r 5 0.47) measures over the 3-month period.
Few demographic and medical correlates of the regimeswitching measures were found: older patients tended to have lower Average pain levels (p's 5 0.41 and 0.02 at months 1 and 3, respectively). Being on disability was associated with higher Average pain levels at both months (P , 0.01). Patients with fibromyalgia tended to have a higher Persistence of pain states (p's 5 0.02 and 0.33 at months 1 and 3, respectively) than those (exclusively) diagnosed with osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.
Comparison of fit between single-state and 2-state models
We next examined whether a model that assumes regime switches between 2 states fits the data better than a model that assumes a general average pain state. This was the case for the large majority of patients: likelihood-ratio tests comparing the goodness of fit between 2-state and single-state models were significant for 83.8% of the patients (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected P , 0.001 for 57.1%, P , 0.01 for 16.2%, and P , 0.05 for 10.5%) at the month-1 and for 85.0% of the patients (P , 0.001 for 68.0%, P , 0.01 for 15.0%, and P , 0.05 for 2.0%) at the month-3 assessment week. Values of the likelihood ratio for the differences in model fit were significantly associated with the Amplitude of pain states at month 1 (r 5 0.30, P , 0.01) and month 3 (r 5 0.37, P , 0.001), but not with Because we did not want to restrict the range of scores for the regime-switching measures in the subsequent validity analyses, the full sample of patients (regardless of model fit) was retained for the analyses described below.
Incremental validity of regime-switching measures
In these analyses, we evaluated evidence for unique associations between the regime-switching measures and clinical outcomes involving patients' emotional and physical functioning, recall of their pain, and their global impressions of change.
Cross-sectional associations with baseline health outcomes
Depression, anxiety, and general mental and physical health were assessed at the initial visit. The mean BDI depression score in the sample was 10. Descriptive statistics and correlations between regime-switching measures at month 1 (above diagonal) and month 3 (below diagonal). Results from hierarchical multiple regression analyses regressing each of the health outcomes on the combination of month-1 regime-switching measures are shown in Table 4 . When entered at step 1, higher Average pain levels were significantly associated with higher depression and anxiety, as well as with lower mental and physical health scores, explaining between 9.3% and 13.9% of the variance. Entered at step 2, the Persistence of pain states was uniquely associated with each of the emotional functioning outcomes: depression (b 5 0.24, P , 0.05), anxiety (b 5 0.21, P , 0.05), and general mental health (b 5 20.27, P , 0.01), with the dynamic pain measures explaining an additional 3.6% to 5.2% of the variance in these outcomes. For physical health scores, none of the dynamic pain measures showed unique associations after controlling for Average pain ( Table 4) .
To illustrate the magnitude of the observed relationships between the Persistence of pain and emotional functioning, Figure 3 shows the expected duration of pain states (in hours) across different BDI depression levels. For patients with depression scores in the minimal range (BDI scores #13), a given pain state lasted on average between 7.7 and 10.9 hours before transitioning to the other pain state, whereas for patients with moderate depression (BDI scores [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , the pain states lasted on average between 13.9 and 18.5 hours.
Longitudinal associations with health outcomes
The study's repeated diary assessments of negative affect, pain interference, physical functioning limitations, and ADL difficulties afforded the opportunity to examine longitudinal relationships between the regime-switching measures and these health outcomes. As shown in Table 5 , the results for the regression analyses were very consistent across regressions predicting cross-sectional differences (between-person differences at month-1, upper part of Table 5 ) and those predicting withinperson changes (lower part of Table 5 ) in the health outcomes. For this reason, we describe only the results for within-person change.
Increases in Average pain were significantly associated with worsening in each of the health outcomes, accounting for 16% to 32% of the variance when entered at step 1 in regression analyses. When entered at step 2, the regime-switching measures entered at step 2 uniquely explained between 4% and 15% of the variance. For negative affect, increases in the Persistence of pain states were uniquely associated with increases in negative emotional states (b 5 0.22, P , 0.05). By contrast, increases in the Dominance of higher pain states were uniquely associated with increases in pain interference (b 5 0.36, P , 0.001), physical functioning limitations (b 5 0.35, P , 0.001), and ADL difficulties (b 5 0.34, P , 0.001).
Associations with 7-day recall pain
In the next set of analyses, we examined whether the dynamic regime-switching measures contributed to patients' retrospective summary judgments, ie, their recall of pain over the 7-day period. As shown in Table 6 , the results for the regression analyses were again highly consistent across regressions predicting between-person differences (month-1 recall, upper part of Table 6 ) and those predicting within-person changes (lower part of Table 6 ) in recall. We therefore elaborate only on the results for month-1 to month-3 changes in recall.
As would be expected, changes in Average pain levels were substantially associated with concomitant changes in the 7-day pain recall measures (p's , 0.001), explaining 47% of the variance in the recall of "usual" pain and 37% of the variance in the recall of pain "unpleasantness." Entered at step 2, 2 regimeswitching measures consistently augmented the prediction of change in recall pain, explaining between 5% and 10% of the variance: the Amplitude of pain states (b 5 0.13, P , 0.05 for "usual" pain; b 5 0.27, P , 0.001 for pain "unpleasantness") and the Dominance of higher pain states (b 5 0.24, P , 0.01 for "usual" pain; b 5 0.22, P , 0.01 for pain "unpleasantness"). Table 4 Results for multiple regressions relating month 1 health outcomes to month 1 regime-switching measures.
Depression
Anxiety SF-36 mental health SF-36 physical health
Step 1 (R Inspection of the unstandardized regression parameters in the final models shows that as the Amplitude of pain shifts increases by 1 scale point, recall of "usual" pain intensity during the same period is predicted to increase by 0.21 scale points and recall of pain "unpleasantness" by 0.56 scale points, above what would be expected based on changes in the Average pain level. Similarly, for the Dominance of higher pain states, each 1-unit increase in log odds (eg, an increase in the duration of higher pain states from 5 to 10 hours, whereas the duration of lower pain states remains unchanged at 5 hours) is predicted to increase recall of "usual" pain by 0.26 scale points, and recall of pain "unpleasantness" by 0.32 scale points, above what would be expected based on changes in the Average pain level.
Associations with global impressions of change
The final analyses examined whether regime-switching measures contribute to understanding patients' GIC ratings, assessed at the end of the study. About half of the patients reported that their pain had improved over the 3-month period (very much better 5 5.2%, much better 5 21.6%, and minimally better 5 26.7%), 24.1% reported their pain as unchanged, and about one-fourth reported worsening (minimally worse 5 14.7%, much worse 5 5.1%, and very much worse 5 2.6%). Because the GIC ratings were on an ordered categorical scale, ordinal logistic regressions were used, regressing the GIC category ratings on change scores for each of the regime-switching measures.
As shown in Table 7 , changes in the Average pain level significantly predicted GIC ratings (step 1: R 2 pseudo 5 0.30). Entered at step 2, changes in the Dominance of higher pain states provided a unique contribution to the prediction of the GIC ratings (step 2: DR 2 pseudo 5 0.06). To illustrate these results, we conducted follow-up analyses to describe changes in the Average pain and Dominance measures for groups of patients who indicated at least minimal improvement (minimally better, much better, or very much better; n 5 62) and those indicating no improvement or worsening on the GIC item (n 5 54). For patients reporting improvement, Average pain decreased by 0.92 scale points (P , 0.001) from 3.89 (month 1) to 2.97 (month 3), with reductions in the mean levels of both higher pain states (from 5.52 at month 1 to 4.58 at month 3) and lower pain states (from 2.27 at month 1 to 1.36 at month 3). With respect to changes in the Dominance of higher pain states, patients reporting improvement on the GIC item showed a decrease in the duration of higher pain states (from 10.7 hours at month 1 to 6.5 hours at month 3) coupled with a slight increase in the duration of lower pain states (from 10.8 hours at month 1 to 11.7 hours at month 3), together reflecting a decrease in the ratio of higher relative to lower pain states of OR 5 0.47 (95% confidence interval 5 0.25-0.90). In comparison, patients reporting no improvement or worsening showed only minimal changes in the average pain level from an average of 3.75 (month 1) to 3.80 (month 3), as well as in the duration of higher (from 8.8 to 9.9 hours) and lower (from 11.5 to 11.2 hours) pain states, OR 5 1.04 (95% confidence interval 5 0.71-1.53).
Discussion
Advances in the measurement of pain intensity using EMA offer novel opportunities for understanding the temporal dynamics of pain in patients' natural daily environment. 5, 10, 63 The goal of this study was to examine whether regime-switching models applied Results for the prediction of initial status and change in health outcomes from regime-switching measures. to EMA pain intensity ratings provide a useful tool for capturing pain characteristics that are uniquely associated with clinically relevant variables. We believe that the analyses yield an affirmative answer to this question, and several results are noteworthy.
For the large majority of patients, the pattern of pain intensity over the waking hours was significantly better described by a sequence of alternating states representing distinctly different pain levels than by a single constant pain state. This corresponds with previous results showing considerable momentary and daily pain variability in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, 62 osteoarthritis, 2, 53 and fibromyalgia. 30 Indeed, patients in the present sample on average experienced an Amplitude of pain shifts of more than 3 scale points on a 0 to 10 pain scale. Pain states on average persisted for about 10 hours, with states of reduced pain lasting on average between 1.4 and 4.9 hours longer than elevated pain states. However, there was substantial variation in the Amplitude, Persistence, and Dominance of higher pain states across patients.
Of particular importance, each of the regime-switching measures showed unique associations with a number of clinically relevant outcomes after statistically controlling for patients' Average pain: a greater Persistence of pain states consistently related to higher emotional distress, whereas a Dominance of higher pain states related to greater physical functioning limitations and impact of pain on daily activities. Furthermore, the Amplitude and Dominance measures uniquely contributed to 7-day recall pain, and the Dominance measure to patients' global impressions of change. The findings were remarkably consistent cross-sectionally and longitudinally, suggesting that regimeswitching measures are sensitive to capturing naturally occurring between-patient variation as well as systematic within-patient changes in temporal dynamics of pain.
The finding that patients with elevated emotional distress (depression, anxiety, negative affect, and lower mental health) showed more Persistence of pain states is in line with research, suggesting that emotional distress may affect the duration of pain episodes through maladaptive pain management strategies and a depletion of self-regulatory resources. 35, 41 In accordance with the fear-avoidance model, 66, 67 emotionally distressed patients may be more likely to engage in a pattern of excessive self-pacing in an effort to maintain pain at low levels, but may also experience prolonged states of worsened symptoms because of a lack of adaptive coping resources. 41 As such, the Persistence measure may be linked to emotional distress because considerable effort is spent on behavioral avoidance to prevent or regulate pain exacerbations. The findings are also consistent with a daily diary (though not EMA) study in rheumatology patients showing that depression tended to be associated with more perseverance (a higher autocorrelation) of pain levels over consecutive days. 1 Similarly, research on temporal dynamics of emotions has shown that clinically depressed patients experience more prolonged negative affective states. 32, 48 We found some evidence for more Results for the prediction of initial status and change in 7-day recall pain ratings from regime-switching measures. All predictor variables were grand mean centered. *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; and ***P , 0.001. Table 7 Results for ordinal logistic regressions predicting patients' global impressions of change from changes in regimeswitching measures.
b (SE) OR (95% CI)
Step 1 (R 70 The Dominance of high pain states emerged as a predictor of limitations in physical functioning, impaired ADL, and greater interference of pain with day-to-day activities. These findings may be of clinical interest because many studies have shown pain intensity and physical functioning to be only modestly associated. 16 Prolonged episodes of heightened pain intensity are a major debilitating and physically disabling aspect of rheumatologic diseases. 49 Thus, the finding that the Dominance of elevated pain states uniquely impacts patients' daily performance has high face validity. Patterns of prolonged elevated pain with relatively brief periods of pain relief are also consistent with a dysregulation in descending pain modulation (such as a lack of habituation and abnormal sensitization) that characterizes many chronic pain conditions. 22, 38, 56 Thus, a Dominance in the duration of higher pain states may capture processes associated with greater disease activity.
The regime-switching measures also had significant relationships with patients' retrospective judgments of their pain: patients' recall ratings of the usual level and unpleasantness of pain over the past 7 days were best predicted by a weighted sum of the Average pain, Amplitude of shifts, and Dominance of high pain states experienced over the recall period. A growing body of evidence has documented that cognitive heuristics play an important role in recall ratings of pain. 18, 54, 61 Specifically, the peak (or salience) memory heuristic predicts that symptoms of high intensity (eg, exacerbations or flare-ups) are especially salient in memory and that people tend to overly attend to these peaks when recalling their past symptoms. 23, 54, 61 The present findings are in accordance with this prediction. That is, holding the Average pain level constant, patients recalled their usual pain as higher and as more unpleasant to the extent that they had experienced elevated pain states that were distinctly higher (Amplitude) and longer lasting (Dominance) than low pain states; this temporal pattern is likely characterized by distinctively painful episodes that are especially salient in memory. 36, 64 This finding also has possible implications for intervention research: if different treatments have the same effect on patients' average pain level, but reduce the amplitude of shifts in pain and the durability of pain relief at varying extents, this may likely affect the comparability of results based on clinical trials that rely on recall measures of pain. 64 Finally, this study found that patients' GIC ratings were predicted by a change in the Dominance of higher pain states in addition to changes in Average pain. Changes in Amplitude did not significantly affect GIC, which speaks to the possibility that cognitive heuristics operate differentially in recall of the past 7 days (a judgment of the overall state over a moderately long period) compared with impressions of change over the past 3 months (a judgment of a longer-term trajectory). 12 Nevertheless, our findings suggest that having longer lasting episodes of low pain may be especially desirable for patients and this may affect how they judge improvements in their overall pain status. In addition, retrospective and summative impressions are clinically important because they affect how patients evaluate the efficacy of treatment and how they may behave in the future. 51 Thus, patients who continue to experience a Dominance in the duration of higher pain states may feel less satisfied with treatment and less inclined to continue a therapeutic regimen even if it reduces their Average pain level.
Study limitations
There are several important limitations to this study, as well as directions for future research. The sample was predominantly female (as would be expected for rheumatology patients), White, well educated, and predominantly diagnosed with osteoarthritis; hence, we cannot say whether the results generalize to other demographic and diagnostic groups. In future research, it could be informative to examine whether regime-switching methods can contribute to accurate pain classification by comparing a broader range of chronic pain conditions for which different patterns of pain states would be a priori expected.
Furthermore, the observational study design does not allow conclusions as to whether regime-switching measures are causally implicated in patient functioning. Additional research is needed to investigate the sensitivity of regime-switching measures to the detection of changes in pain in randomized clinical trials, as well as their potential role as moderators of assay sensitivity. 19 The study was also limited to the simplest regime-switching model with 2 states. Various extensions of the model with more parameters (eg, switching autoregressive parameters) have been developed 28, 29 that could be potentially useful to extract additional temporal pain characteristics. Time-varying covariates could be incorporated in the model to examine, eg, which social contexts or activities predict shifts between pain states or the maintenance of pain at lower (or higher) levels. 26 Moreover, models with more than 2 states might provide an even richer (but also more complex) characterization of temporal pain processes. It needs to be kept in mind, however, that more complex regimeswitching models likely require a large number of repeated observations from each patient. In this study with a 1-week monitoring period and 7 to 8 assessments per day, we found moderate to high test-retest stabilities over a 3-month period for some but not all regime-switching measures. Using longer or more intense time series would be preferable to increase the reliability and precision of regime-switching measurement. 27 Applications of regime-switching models to momentary experience data pose particular data analytic challenges because time intervals between EMA measurements have varying lengths. We took the approach of discretizing and imputing gaps in the time series, but we expect that future statistical advances will contribute to improved implementation of regime-switching models with EMA data. 3, 13, 25 Future research may also wish to examine whether regime-switching measures derived from EMA ratings contribute to the prediction of outcomes beyond the end of day ratings of least, worst, and average pain. This is important to consider given that EMA ratings are more burdensome for study participants and less practical in clinical settings than once a day pain ratings.
Finally, although the present investigation was focused on the assessment of pain intensity, the presented techniques are potentially equally relevant for many other types of symptoms (eg, fatigue and negative affect), coping strategies (eg, catastrophizing), and behaviors (eg, physical activity) that may be characterized by recurrent shifts in intensity over time.
Conclusion
Temporal characteristics of pain captured with regime-switching models have the potential to help better understand the relationships between pain intensity and patients' emotional functioning and physical limitations, and to determine how retrospective summary judgments of pain are formed. Further studies are warranted to replicate the present findings and to delineate the potential role of regime-switching methods to support accurate pain classification, and to improve assay sensitivity and the detection of clinically meaningful intervention effects in randomized clinical trials.
